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Cultural Competence

Retotionship Building

know yourself: individuaL preferences,
attitudes, beliefs, errotions to better
explore the uniqueness of others
know your comniinity: group and
organization traditions, cultures, norrr,
practices, beliefs so your agency can be
n-ore in tune with their assets & needs
know your agency: the systematic
aspects of cutture, mission, vaLues, staff,
services, polices, practices, phiLosophies
so you can better serve the coimriunity
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Five essential elements contribute to a system1s
ability to become more culturally competent;
I. Valuing dtsersitv
2. The capacity for cultural rotC arsossirmnt
3. Consciousness or the “deramics’ inherent when culture
int€rrac I
4. Institutionalization of csiturul knowledge
5. Developing adaptations to service delivery
reflecting and understanding between and
within cultures.

Those five elements oust be manifested in every level of
the service delivery system as reflected in attitudes,
politiCs, stnjctures, and scrvicos

CulturaLly relevant

Culturally aware

Linguistically Competent

Culturally Elf..

Cutturatty Appropriate

Cuttural sensitivity

Cutturatly Competent

Culturally Prot
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Multicultural Competence Cultural H

Quick Self-Check Using the Cultural Competence Continuum
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practicEs that are
destructive to a ailturat group
lack of skill and knondedge to respond effectively
to the needs, interests and pretemnous of
cLllttrally and linguisticElly diverse groups
beliefs and practices that support viewing and
treating all people as the same
el ef awereness about your strengths and areas

gronth to respond effectively to culturally and
tuistically diverse populations
ace and respect for differenans
‘rods cufture in high esteem
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Honoring Diversity:
“Stand If...” Activity
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Situation in the Netherlands
In the 60 and 70 th’s people carte to our country from Turkey /orcrtco,
Spat n and Italy. Now reiuees from all around Africa and the Middle East.

The first generotion of irnrrrirants
Different sick perspective of tire inrerigants.

a lower education etel,
makes them less corpeetent to describe their ronpairits
to start with self managenent of their health.
limits in their understanding of crescribed treatorerit options
The lanpiage barrier makes the difficulties only mare seen.
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Routes of immigrants and refugees

Cutture differences in the
co-author process
Culture differences from an American, Asian and Europea!
perspective.
Subject has my intei est for decades,
I am intrigued by differences and similar ties in two
cultures.
•

Article writing proces:

I had a problem with some parts of the text.
My first idea was to ask to be removed as an author asl
could not agree with some parts of tire content.
• Until I realized the items I was irritated about. weie ç
due to cultural differences.
-.
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Bare shoutders
Dutch Biofeedback
Society,
5’ The physical
therapist worild
Like to use a
picture of a bate
shouldeted
woman, seen from
the back.
The psycIroIoists
could not aiee
with tire picture

Hand ptacements
2

Can facilitate a functional
movement lbreathing.
Tire Suraegrep or other
rnarrual hand techrriquer.
civeo le Pr ofer,sior,al frame

Guide the therapist
through effective,
appropriate
handp[acemerrts
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Indsibre knapsack.
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